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As we all know by now, the Dotts sold Avalon Hill to Hasbro.

And, naturally, everyone in the ASL universe is peering into his
crystal ball, trying to figure out what the future holds. The predic-
tions have ranged everywhere from “Nothing will change” to
“Good-bye, ASL!” I personally believe that the rumors of ASL’s
demise are greatly exaggerated. For one thing, Curt Schilling, the
Phillies’ ace pitcher and a huge ASL fan, is negotiating with Has-
bro, possibly to buy ASL (pure speculation at this point). Curt has
requested that every ASLer send your name, address, phone num-
ber, and e-mail address to Brian Youse at EF\RXVH#HUROV1FRP
and to Curt at JHKULJ6;#HUROV1FRP. If you don’t have e-mail,
contact someone who does so they can send in your name for you.
I presume Curt and Brian are trying to get an approximate head-
count for the ASL market, as well as establishing a contact list so
they can notify everyone when and if any deal goes through.

We have another great issue! We have another excellent sce-
nario analysis from Matt, this time dealing with an Action Pack
#1 scenario and including a bonus companion article about AT
minefields. And with this issue, Sam Tyson joins the Banzai!!
staff by providing the mapboard for this analysis. We have a
player profile of David Hailey, Mike Seningen’s favorite scenar-
ios, and another installment of Mike’s rules clinic. We also have
the first installment of a Red Barricades campaign game AAR
from the brothers Schwoebel. And, of course, all the usual club
news, ladder, and WWII trivia. Enjoy!

Banzai!!
Mike Austin, Managing Editor

41 :KDW#ZDV#2SHUDWLRQ#7LWDQLF"

$QDO\VLV=#$#%UHH]HOHVV#'D\#+$36,#
%\#0DWW#6KRVWDN

What an exciting looking scenario! It just about jumped out 
Action Pack #1 when I first opened it. Hordes of second line S
supported by the assault gun force from Hell, make a vicio
attack on the American defenders in this picturesque part of
Western Front. They need that sledgehammer force, howe
because their task is very difficult. They need to penetrate 
American lines, seize the town at the far end of the board, 
also exit a very large fraction of their force off the far end of t
board to win. The Americans opposing them are nothing
sneeze at either. Three Jacksons and a couple of Sherman
make short work of those StuGs, if they can manage to avoid
Tigers. The American infantry doesn’t have great morale, b
they make up for it in firepower, and they even have a few min
laid out to keep the Germans cautious. Whichever side you w
up playing, the task looks daunting.

Sheesh, it looks tough for the Americans. They are about to
swarmed by troops with higher morale. They face a true jugg
naut, and will find themselves hard pressed to stop it. They a
however, not without weapons of their own. They have the 9
leader and some good machine guns, and they also have t
Jacksons. Perhaps their best hope is the difficulty of the Germ
task. With only 8.5 turns to cross the length of the board, seize
town, and exit more than half of their force, the Germans j
might find these Americans troublesome indeed. The Jackso
certainly, represent the gravest threat to German hopes. Wi
ROF of 2 and a base to-kill number of 21 (AP) or 27 (APCR), t
Jacksons can turn the StuGs and half-tracks to scrap in a h
But they are not invulnerable to return fire, being open-topp
and having a frontal armor factor of only 8. An HMG ne
directed by the 9–2 would have to be respected and feared by
enemy infantry. Overall, though, it’s hard to imagine the
defenders going toe-to-toe with their adversaries for very lo
without getting completely annihilated.

So what can the Americans do? Since they can’t stand 
fight, it seems that they should try to slow the Germans down. 
they should be opportunistic, and jump all over any chances
destroy German units, particularly the AFVs. To win, the Ge
mans must exit at least 70 VPs, not counting prisoners. Th
at-start forces are worth 135 VPs, only 42 of which is infant
Destroying 66 points will therefore win the game for the Ame
cans, barring bizarre events like leader creation for the Germ
And the easiest way to accumulate those casualty points i
destroy German armor. The half-tracks alone are worth 30 poi
If your opponent is a very aggressive attacker, you will probab
get plenty of chances to destroy his armored forces, and if 
play your cards right or are lucky enough, you may put him in
casualty point hole early. If he is more careful, however, you a$17KH#FRGH#QDPH#IRU#WKH#$OOLHG#DLUERUQH#GHFHSWLRQ#

WDFWLFV#GXULQJ#WKH#'0'D\#LQYDVLRQ1

$PHULFDQ#DGYDQWDJHV=#<²5#OHDGHU/#-DFNVRQV/#+0*V
$PHULFDQ#GLVDGYDQWDJHV=#/RZ#PRUDOH/#RXWQXPEHUHG
7KLV#QHZVOHWWHU#LV#IUHH1#'RQ·W#OHW#DQ\RQH#FKDUJH#\RX#IRU#LW1
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will have to be cautious. It seems to me that the side that wins the
armor battle probably wins the game. Can you imagine the Amer-
icans winning if all their tanks are destroyed, while German
StuGs and half-tracks roam freely about the board, supporting the
Landsers against the GIs? I didn’t think so. Likewise, can you
imagine the Germans winning if they foolishly get a Jagdtiger
immobilized, lose half their StuGs and most of their half-tracks?
Again, I didn’t think so. It’s not unreasonable to imagine that the
Germans could have a Jagdtiger immobilized, the Flammhetzer
recalled, and lose an 8–1, four squads, three StuGs, and four
half-tracks. Assuming no crews survive, that’s 65 points right
there. So, in summary, the American plan will be to fight a delay-
ing action, avoiding the Jagdtigers, while lighting up any other
German armor if the opportunity arises.

'HIHQGHU#6HWXS
Because the Germans must take the board 42 town to win, it

seems obvious that the Americans need to have a reasonably
strong force wind up in the stone buildings in rows B–K. A
respected opponent of mine advocates setting up strongly in this
area and just daring the Germans to come at them. Those build-
ings are so far to the rear, however, that anyone setting up there
will not see any action right away, and therefore will not be help-
ing to stop the Germans either. So, I will set up with a different
philosophy. The woods on the eastern side of the board look like
good cover for a GI withdrawal to the town. They could set up
toward the front to oppose the Germans, then fall back through
the woods as the game progresses to wind up in the town for the
endgame. Much easier said than done, but still a worthwhile idea.
Board 43, with its many level 1 hills, has the feeling of wide open
spaces. This area is risky for both sides, as any armor up here can
see very long distances, so the side that gets the drop on the other
will probably come out ahead. Let’s look at a possible U.S. setup
and make some comments.

 All forces start the game concealed and foxholes and mines
start HIP:

43O7L1 radio, 7-0 42M3: MMG, 6-6-6 boresight 42X4 
43O8L1 9–2, .50cal, 6-6-6, HMG, 6-6-6 boresight 42Y8 
42K5 MMG, 6-6-6 boresight 42U3 
43P5 FXHL, BAZ45, 3-4-6 
43O6 FXHL 
42N4 FXHL, BAZ45, 3-4-6, 1 AT
42S7 8–0
42U5 6-6-6 
42U8 6-6-6 
42V5 BAZ45, 6-6-6 
42V6 6-6-6 
42V9 6-6-6 
42W5 1 AT 
42W8 1 AT 
43M6 1 AT 
43L0 1 AT 
42N3 1 AT 
42L1 CE Sherman, VCA 2, TCA 2 boresight 42W5 
42M4 CE Jackson, VCA 2, TCA 2 boresight 42U1 
43N6 CE Sherman, VCA 4, TCA 1 boresight 43W1 
43N10 CE Jackson, VCA 5, TCA 2 boresight 42W5
43O9 CE Jackson, VCA 4, TCA 2 boresight 42U2 

The 9–2 is in a rather obvious location, and it is unclear to me
how long he can stay there. He ought to force any German AFVs

on the board 43 hills to remain buttoned up, and half-tracks w
have to stay away from his fire. He shouldn’t fear the Jagdtiger
they deplete their HE early, but if not, he might be stomped, so
should be prepared to relocate toward the town if necessary
also supports the board 42 woods line somewhat, and even h
boresight over there in the hopes of snaring some infantry cas
ties. This 9–2 is supported by a bazooka team in front, and
7–0 trying to call in OBA. The OBA can be used to put down
WP smoke screen to allow this group to escape toward the to
when things start getting hairy, or it could be used offensive
against infantry at the edge of the board 42 woods (or elsewh
in LOS), or against German armor, especially half-tracks if th
expose themselves. The Sherman in 43N6 supports as we
hindering any German thrust along the outside, and can us
smoke to help the infantry escape if necessary. The AT mines
placed to make it impossible for German half-tracks to trave
all the way across board 43 without at least having to take a 
roll (for the hedge) or an attack (the mines). Mines are placed
42W5 because it is such a good hulldown position for Germ
armor. This hex is also boresighted by two US AFVs for the sa
reason. The mine factor in 42W8 is critical, because it may h
prevent the Flammhetzer from running wild in the woods a
burning a hole in the defense line for the ground pounders
exploit. Some players might prefer putting another mine factor
this area somewhere as extra defense against this weapon 
hell. The other two mines guard an obvious approach to the 
lage. There are 5 squads in a rough line near the edge of the b
42 woods. They are not as far forward as allowed, but tha
because I think they would have trouble surviving there. Their 
is to survive intact and make it back to the village, while delayi
the Germans that will try to push through the woods. They are
make their last stand in the stone buildings of the village. This 
very difficult maneuver to perform, because in such situatio
when it finally looks bad enough that you should pull out, you’
probably a turn too late. The American AFVs will seek to ma
motion attempts and blow smoke if faced by Jagdtigers alone,
if they get good shots at a decent number of other German t
destroyers or half-tracks they will take them. So that’s it. T
basic philosophy of the defense is to slow the Germans dow
much as possible while falling back on the village to make a fi
stand among its stone buildings, all the while being opportunis
in trying to cause maximum German casualties.

I like what the designers have done here with the SS force. 
because a unit had the SS designation doesn’t mean that it alw
fought with the ferocity we are used to seeing from ASL’s sta
dard 6-5-8 SS squads. In this case, the Germans have a very 
number of squads, but these 4-4-7s are nowhere near thei
brother 6-5-8s. Not only do they have lower firepower, range, a
morale (on both sides of the counter), but they also have a 
ELR. Their morale, however, is still considered underlined. T
German task is very difficult because they must do two things
win. They must take the town at the far end of the board and 
exit a lot of their force. Still, don’t start feeling too sorry for th
German player here. The Germans in this scenario have the t
to get the job done. The troops themselves, though not as toug
the vaunted 6-5-8s, still have a lot of fight in them, and they o

*HUPDQ#DGYDQWDJHV=#,QIDQWU\#QXPEHUV/#-DJGWLJHUV/#
)ODPPKHW]HU

*HUPDQ#GLVDGYDQWDJHV=#'LIILFXOW#PLVVLRQ/#(/5
3DJH#5 1RYHPEHU/#4<<;
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number the Americans. Moreover, they are supported by one of
the most impressive assault gun forces I have ever seen in an ASL
scenario. Not only do they have a half dozen StuGs that can lob
HE and smoke all over the place, but they also have two Jagdtiger
behemoths that are simply “Kings of All They Survey,” and a
Flammhetzer that is small, fast, tough (a bazooka can barely pen-
etrate it frontally), and can really turn up the heat on the
Americans. And let’s not forget all those half-tracks, which give
the Germans a lot of tactical flexibility. Sure, the Germans have a
tough job here. But to whom much is given, much is expected.

The prolific Mark Nixon likes to use a formula to calculate
firepower, excluding one-shot weapons but taking ROF into
account (see The General, Vol. 28, number 2, p. 21). He claims
that an attacker usually needs about 62% of the available fire-
power to be successful. In A Breezeless Day, the Germans have
323.6 FP, compared to the Americans’ 240.8, for only about 57%
of the total. It stands to reason then, that we must look for other
factors to make up the difference. Several things come to mind.
The infantry morale of the Germans is superior to that of the
Americans, the Germans have a lot of smoke making capability,
and their Jagdtigers are almost completely unstoppable. But how
can the German player turn those capabilities to his advantage?

*HUPDQ#5XOHV#RI#(QJDJHPHQW
In a large scenario like this, it is a good idea to keep in mind a

general plan for your attack, your “rules of engagement” so to
speak, so you won’t easily be distracted from using your units to
the best of their abilities. The Jagdtigers provide a perfect exam-
ple of what I mean. These AFVs are so valuable to the Germans
that they simply cannot be squandered. Not only do they represent
10 CVPs each if they can exit, but their guns are so powerful, and
they are so hard to kill, that they are clearly the centerpieces of the
German attack. Like losing a Queen in chess, losing these weap-
ons will seriously hurt the German chances for victory. Therefore,
a reasonable rule of engagement for them is to never take them
within deliberate immobilization range (six hexes) of American
ordnance. Because that is just about the only way the Americans
can harm these beasts, why just hand them an opportunity?

Let’s try to sketch out some reasonable rules of engagement for
the various German units in this scenario. To do so, let’s first take
a more careful look at the victory conditions and board layout.
Clearly, the Germans must exit a lot of points to win. Whenever
that is the case, I immediately start looking at the armor, because
killing armor is the quickest way to pile up CVPs. All the Ameri-
cans need to do to win is accumulate 66 CVPs. As discussed in
the American section, that is very attainable. It seems obvious,
then, that the Germans must be careful with their AFVs. Natu-
rally, they must be risked to help the attack along, but too much
risk can lead the Germans down the slippery slope of CVP losses.
In contrast, what is the hardest way to rack up casualty points?
That would be double breaking squads, especially those on the
attack. Face it, there probably won’t be that many German squads
dying for failure to rout here. Some will die by double breaking,
but each double break is only worth 1 CVP. Compare that to the 5
CVP lost each time a half-track goes up in flames. The Jacksons,
with their 90Ls and 2 ROF, can do some serious damage to the
German armor if the Germans are not careful. Even the Sher-
mans, relatively undergunned with their 75s, can penetrate the
StuGs. With all that said, we start to see some general rules of
engagement take shape. The German infantry should lead the
attack, because they are numerous, and it is difficult for the Amer-

icans to build up a lot of CVP by killing them. They can als
perform the useful task of searching for mines in obvious pla
to help keep the armor alive longer. Of course, they must a
press the American infantry as much as possible. The Jagdtig
being nearly invulnerable, will also lead the attack. They w
strive to seek out and destroy the American armor. With ea
American tank destroyed, the German armored force becom
more dangerous, and when all or nearly all of the American ta
are gone, the StuGs should be able to run wild. Until that time,
StuGs should be used relatively conservatively. They should
their utmost to avoid unfavorable confrontations with the Ame
can armor, while instead trying to support the German infan
against the American infantry. The Flammhetzer should be u
aggressively to help burn out the American infantry, since baz
kas pose little threat to it. Remember, however, that the l
breakdown number of the flamethrower on the Hetzer means 
if it is used aggressively, chances are that it will be recalled a
therefore will not be able to exit. Because it represents 8 VPs, 
is a trade-off, but I think the alternative, trying to keep the Fla
mhetzer alive by not using it, is not only distasteful, but also
foolish because it deprives the Germans of a very power
weapon that they might need to crack the American defens
Lastly, the half-tracks should be kept out of danger. They are s
ply too easy to kill, and they represent too many CVPs, to give
Americans any easy kills on them. Does that mean that t
should be forgotten? Heck no! Keeping a few half-tracks
motion loaded with a few squads, behind the main attack and
of American line of sight, can be a useful threat. If and when
opening presents itself, these units can rush forward quickly i
the American rear and cause a lot of grief to the U.S. player.

There are a few things the German player should remem
Don’t let the American set up his open-topped Jacksons in bu
ings (it’s illegal–B23.41 and A2.9). Remember that the Germ
force is elite for ammunition depletion purposes, which mea
that the assault guns ought to be able to put smoke all over
board. Keep in mind your panzerfaust ability, even against inf
try, which are vulnerable behind walls and in buildings such
the numerous houses of the village that you have to take. In to
36 panzerfaust shots can be taken in this scenario. So there
need to be stingy with them.

&RQFOXVLRQ
This scenario just about has it all. Each side has power

weapons at its disposal and a difficult job to perform. A few s
dom seen weapons make an appearance, including Jackson
Jagdtigers, and there’s even a little chrome in the form of poss
Gyrostabilizers. When the battle is joined, there ought to 
plenty of action, with smoke all over the place, a flamethrowi
tank, artillery, bazookas, and, of course, plenty of bullets and h
explosive and armor piercing shells whistling through the air. A
you have a ringside seat. Isn’t this game great?

41 :KLFK#FRXQWU\#FDSWXUHG#WKH#JUHDWHVW#QXPEHU#RI#
WURRSV#LQ#RQH#SODFH#DW#RQH#WLPH"

$1*HUPDQ\1#,W#FDSWXUHG#PRUH#WKDQ#833/333#5XVVLDQ#
WURRSV#DW#.LHY#RQ#6HSWHPEHU#49/#4<741#+6RYLHW#
ILJXUHV#FODLP#85:/333#FDSWXUHG#ZKLOH#*HUPDQ#ILOHV#
LQGLFDWH#RYHU#993/3331,
3DJH#7 1RYHPEHU/#4<<;
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[As a companion for the A Breezeless Day analysis, Matt has
provided us with an excellent discussion of the ins and outs of
AT minefields.—MA]

Say you’re about to play a scenario, and you have five AT
minefield factors to use. You are about to face an attack supported
by at least five enemy AFVs. You are allowed to place up to five
AT mine factors in a hex. How should you use the mines? Would
it be better to put all five factors in one hex, or spread them out
with one factor each in five different hexes? How about some
compromise between the two, such as three factors in one hex and
one factor each in two other hexes? As usual in ASL, the answer
is “it depends on the situation.”

First, let’s review the rules about how AT mine attacks are car-
ried out. When a vehicle enters or exits a minefield, a single die is
rolled, and if the result is less than or equal to the number of
minefield factors in the hex, the vehicle is attacked by the mines.
The attack is resolved on the 36+ column of the IFT with no
TEM. Against an AFV, a KIA eliminates it, while any other result
is an immobilization. In essence, if the mine goes off, the vehicle
is definitely harmed in some way. It is often the case that immobi-
lizing a vehicle is just about as good as destroying it, so the real
excitement lies in whether the mines will go off or not. Clearly,
the more mine factors in a hex, the more likely an AFV will be
harmed by them. So, is it simply true that it is always best to put
as many mine factors as you can in a hex, and not spread them
out? Again, it depends. Suppose you put all five factors from our
stated example in one hex and succeed in eliminating an enemy
AFV with them. How likely is it that your opponent will drive any
of his other tanks over the minefield? Almost nil, I think, unless
you’re playing a scenario where he has no real choice but to go
through a particular hex.

Perhaps we can come to a better understanding by studying
several problems a little more systematically and using our math
skills. We have to make some assumptions and state our given
problems clearly. I think we can safely assume for our study that
once an enemy discovers a minefield, he will not drive any of his
other vehicles into it. Now, let’s try to sketch out some problems
and solve them mathematically.

3UREOHP#4= What are the probabilities of a tank surviving com-
pletely unscathed when driving through (entering and exiting) a
hex with two AT factors, as compared to driving through two
hexes, each with one AT factor?

6ROXWLRQ= To survive a hex with two AT factors, the tank will
be attacked twice, each time with a 1/3 chance of being harmed.
Put another way, on each attack the tank has a 2/3 chance of sur-
viving unscathed. The tank has to survive both attacks, so the
chance of doing that is 2/3 • 2/3 = 4/9 = .444.

To survive a drive through two different mined hexes, each
with one AT factor, the tank has to survive four different attacks,
each with a 5/6 chance of success (survival). That calculates to
5/6 • 5/6 • 5/6 • 5/6 = 25/36 • 25/36 = .482.

So, in this case, the tank has a slightly better chance of surviv-
ing a drive through two different 1 AT hexes than it does a single
2 AT hex.

3UREOHP#5= A hex with three AT factors, as compared to driv-
ing through three hexes, each with one AT factor?

6ROXWLRQ= One hex with 3 AT factors: 1/2 • 1/2 = 1/4 = .25
Three hexes each with 1 AT factor: (25/36)3 = .335

3UREOHP#6= A hex with four AT factors, as compared to drivin
through four hexes, each with 1 AT factor?

6ROXWLRQ= 1 hex with 4 AT factors: 1/3 • 1/3 = 1/9 = .1111. Fou
hexes each with 1 AT factor: (25/36)4 = .233

3UREOHP#7= A hex with 5 AT factors, as compared to drivin
through 5 hexes, each with 1 AT factor?

6ROXWLRQ= 1 hex with 5 AT factors: 1/6 • 1/6 = 1/36 = .028. Fiv
hexes each with 1 AT factor: (25/36)5 = .162

In each of the above cases, we see that a tank has a b
chance of driving through a series of small minefields than a s
gle densely packed one. This might seem a bit counterintuit
but you can’t argue with mathematics. Does this mean that 
should always densely pack AT mines rather than spread th
out? Hardly. Sure, you’re much more likely to kill a tank with
densely packed minefield, but only if the tank actually enters 
minefield. Certainly, the above examples assume that the t
will definitely enter the minefield. Our intuition tells us that, i
most situations, we can’t guarantee that an enemy tank will
somewhere, and that spreading our minefields out instead
densely packing them at least gives us a better chance of ha
an enemy tank enter a minefield in the first place. Can we sim
say that by spreading five AT mine factors in five different hexe
we have a fivefold greater chance of an enemy tank enterin
minefield than if we put all the factors into a single hex? That’s
appealing idea, but one that we can’t cover rigorously with cal
lation here, because each scenario is different. Terrain 
scenario situation often dictate where enemy tanks will move,
that aspect is outside the scope of our study. 

Still, our intuition tells us that spreading our mines out ought
have some beneficial effect. Again, assuming that once an en
knows about a minefield he will drive no more vehicles throu
it, we know that the absolute most we can gain is one veh
harmed if we pack all our mines in one hex. If we spread them
over two hexes, the most we can gain is two vehicles harm
Over three hexes, the most is three, etc. Can’t we do any ma
matics to test our belief? Perhaps we can by formulating a slig
different problem. Here we look at the expected value of num
of tanks harmed under various circumstances.

3UREOHP#8= Assume the enemy has at least as many tanks
you have AT mine factors. Also assume that each hex you m
will be traversed (entered and exited) by a unique enemy tank
other words, if you mine two hexes, each hex will be traversed
a different tank. What is the expected value of number of tan
harmed when you have two AT factors a) in one hex; b) spr
over two hexes?

6ROXWLRQ= Looking in our old college probability textbook, we
find the formula for expected value is:

E(X) = sum over all outcomes of x • p(x), where x is the val
of that outcome and p(x) is the probability of that outcome

Therefore, we have the following answers:
a) E(X) = (probability no tank harmed • number of tank

harmed) + (probability 1 tank harmed • number of tanks harm
= (.444 • 0) + (.556 • 1) = .556

b) Here we have four possible outcomes because there are
possible outcomes for each hex, that the tank that drove throug
either will be harmed or unharmed:

E(X) = (prob. no tank harmed in hex 1 • number of tan
harmed in hex 1) + (prob. 1 tank harmed in hex 1 • number
tanks harmed in hex 1) + (prob. no tank harmed in hex 2 • num
1RYHPEHU/#4<<; 3DJH#8
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of tanks harmed in hex 2) + (prob. 1 tank harmed in hex 2 • num-
ber of tanks harmed in hex 2) = (25/36 • 0) + (11/36 • 1) +
(25/36 • 0) + (11/36 • 1) = .610

So, assuming that each mined hex gets traversed by a different
enemy tank, we see that we have a higher expected value of num-
ber of tanks harmed if we spread them out, which justifies our
intuition somewhat.

3UREOHP#9= Make the same assumptions as in Problem 5. Cal-
culate the expected values for 3, 4, and 5 AT mine factors in a
single hex versus spread out, 1 AT factor per hex.

6ROXWLRQ=
• 3 AT factors:

In one hex: E(X) = (.25 • 0) + (.75 • 1) = .75
Spread out: E(X) = (11/36 • 3) + (25/36 • 0) = .916

• 4 AT factors:
In one hex: E(X) = (.1111 • 0) + (.8889 • 1) = .8889
Spread out: E(X) = (11/36 • 4) = 1.222

• 5 AT factors:
In one hex: E(X) = .028*0 + .972*1 = .972
Spread out: E(X) = (11/36 • 5) = 1.53
 Here we can really see the expected value rise as the number

of AT factors rises. And spreading them out looks like it has a big-
ger payoff overall, which becomes more pronounced the more AT
factors you have. This agrees well with our intuition. If we have
five AT factors spread out, we could actually harm five tanks,
although that is very unlikely. If we concentrate them all in one
hex, the most we will harm is one.

I hope this little mathematical diversion has interested you. It
certainly doesn’t tell you definitively what you must do with your
AT mines, because the problems had to be narrow in scope to
assign values. Your tactics will still be situation dependent. If
there is only one key hex that your opponent must traverse, then
obviously it would be of value to mine it heavily. Such situations
can occur when your opponent has to exit through a narrow area
to win, or occupy a particular location. It can also occur when
there is a particularly good spot for a tank, say a hulldown spot or
a location with great LOS. However, if your opponent has many
tanks and can roam all over the board with them, it might behoove
you to spread your mines around. One last thing to bear in mind is
that this discussion doesn’t take into consideration the psycholog-
ical effect of mines on an opponent. The mere presence of
still-hidden mines can often keep some players overly cautious.
Even a 1-factor minefield can strike panic into some players. We
can’t plug a player’s emotions into these equations, but these cal-
culations should still be of some value to you in determining your
strategy the next time you use AT mines.

3OD\HU#3URILOH=#'DYLG#+DLOH\#
[As most of you know, David Hailey has performed above and
beyond the call of duty the last four years organizing our
annual ASL Team Tournament at the Georgetown Recreation
Center. He is a 37-year old high school math teacher!—MA]

I bought my first wargame, France 1940, in 1976. Having been
a game player from birth, I was soon spending every available
dime on wargames, mostly AH and SPI titles. A friend bought SL
when it came out. We played Guard’s Counterattack a few times,
but didn’t care much for the game. When ASL came out, I had not
been playing wargames much. When I saw the rules for this game

were going to be in a 3-ring binder, I imagined the commitme
this game was going to receive and had to get on board.

For two years, I read rules and tried to play solitaire. The
taught a non-wargaming friend to play, but neither one of us h
much of a clue. I finally found a tournament at A&M, Warco
‘90. I placed second out of five! The guy that trounced me w
none other than Gary Fortenberry. Through Gary I found Dall
Con, SL Rallies and On All Fronts. I started playing PBM gam
as many as 12 or 13 at a time. The obsession was growin
began reading, writing, and playtesting for some of the amat
‘zines and AH. I worked on KGP II and SASL, but I guess th
“Hailey Rule” is my claim to fame. The LOS article I wrote fo
Gary’s ASLUG is my proudest ASL accomplishment (besides 
+14, improbable, critical hit I rolled to beat Matt!).

Actually, because this seems to be an appropriate forum
which to brag, I’ll spend a moment recounting the year 1992. T
screen ripples out of focus, then returns to focus six years in
past… I went nuts about attending tournaments. Gary tried
attract some out-of-staters with TEXASL. Thirty-one came, an
won! I beat Louis Mehr of Houston in Eastern Gate. I won a
small DallasCon tournament. Origins was in Dallas that summ
and I finished second out of 33, losing to Tom Slizewski in Camp
Nibewa. I then went to ASLOK and had a respectable 4-2 reco
I got to play Mike McGrath in King of the Hill and didn’t lose too
badly. …the screen ripples again, returning to the present… It 
a good year for ASL, but it almost cost me my marriage (a w
of caution to the addicted).

Now that my obsession is in check, my PBM table is emp
(Mr. Lavan is having a tough time finding time to play as well.)
try to make a few meetings to get a FTF game in every now 
then. I don’t think my skill level is as high, but it could be the ri
ing skill level in Austin. You guys are getting tough!

I’m happy that I can throw together our annual tourname
I’ve held it for the last four years, but let’s remember it was Mi
Seningen’s brain child. I like to think it provides some continuit
along with Matt’s outstanding efforts with the club, to keep o
ASL community going strong. The ASL life in Austin has bee
great during the 90s.

Now we need to start working on the ASL Retirement Villag
)DYRULWH#QRQ0$6/#ZDUJDPHV=  Blue and Gray quads,

Ardennes.
)DYRULWH#QRQ0ZDUJDPHV= Magic—The Gathering (I hear the

snickers), SOM, Basketball.
)DYRULWH#FRPSXWHU#JDPHV= Civilization II, X-Com, UFO

Defense (ASLers should try it)
5HDVRQ#,#ORYH#$6/= The varied events—you never know wha

may happen next.
1DWLRQDOLW\#PRVW#VXLWHG#WR#P\#SOD\LQJ#VW\OH= Americans

(rout and rally).

41 ,GHQWLI\#WKH#WZR#8161#JHQHUDOV#ZKR#DFWXDOO\#GLUHFWHG#
WUDIILF#DV#WKH#WURRSV#IURP#8WDK#%HDFK#EHJDQ#PRYLQJ#
LQODQG1

$10DMRU#*HQHUDO#5D\PRQG#%DUWRQ#DQG#%ULJDGLHU#
*HQHUDO#7KHRGRUH#5RRVHYHOW/#ERWK#RI#WKH#7WK#
'LYLVLRQ1
3DJH#9 1RYHPEHU/#4<<;
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)DYRULWH#6FHQDULRV=#0LNH#6HQLQJHQ#
[This is the second installment of our Favorite Scenarios col-
umn. This column will generally follow the Player Profile col-
umns in that whoever is the “Player” profiled in one issue has
his favorite scenario list in the following issue. We profiled
Mike Seningen last issue, so here is his list.—MA]

When I first saw that I would be surrendering a list of my
favorite scenarios, I failed my PTC. I have been playing ASL so
long, it seems that I cannot remember what my favorite scenarios
are. There are just too many scenarios out there. My apologies up
front to those scenarios my failing memory omits.

A shorter list would be those I didn’t care for. But then I can’t
remember those names either. Many moons ago, DYOs were in
vogue. Though they were often lopsided, the sheer enjoyment of
trying to buy the ultimate force was quite a blast.

Okay, I’ve dodged the bullet long enough…. Shucking that
mental pin counter, I’ll force the brain to divulge a sampling of
my more memorable scenarios:
• $FHV# 2YHU# (LJKWV# +.(<,—An interesting chess match

between two potent, but fragile, armored forces with dual VC.
• $FWV#RI#'HILDQFH# +$9;,—Probably on most people’s list. A

good combination of units. A few toys for both sides. A bit of
attack and defense for both sides.

• 7KH#$ZDNHQLQJ#RI#6SULQJ#+%%45,—An intriguing problem of
heavy armor vs. big guns and restrictive terrain guarding dual
VC.

• 6PLWK#)#:HVWRQ# +$86,—A small elite American force tries
to slow down an overwhelming Japanese column of infantry.
The last few turns of Banzaii attack and limited cover make
this a nail biter.

• 3DUNHU·V# /DVW# 6WDQG# +%G)5,—A beautiful map, German
infantry attacking from all sides across open-ground snow
against a combined-arms American force. Great challenge.

• &LELN·V#5LGJH#+$+9:,—Always a nail biter: tons of American
FP set up HIP and a Japanese force that just keeps coming.

• 5RFNHW·V# 5HG# *ODUH# +*9,—I love the challenge of dealing
with the FlakPnzr—trying to take it out or keeping it alive.

• :KLWH#7LJHUV# +$7:,—Japanese combined arms, lots of elite
British holding a tenuous line in the pouring rain. There are
even rice paddies to deal with in the late game!

• $PRQJ# WKH# 5XLQV# +$+54,—6-6-6s on the attack against 8
morale troops, with time and numbers on your side. But Ger-
mans can make it hell on the Amis with all that FP and a
hidden AA piece.

• 9DOKDOOD#%RXQG#+$:7,—Five Panthers, and frankly that might
not be enough. Both sides wield the finger of death in a nail
biter, watch those LOSs.

• %H\RQG# WKH# 3$.)URQWV# +$6/8*4,—Hell, I’ve had my ass
kicked twice and still not sure if I have a clue. Not many sce-
narios would fall under that category.
These are the few my feeble mind would yield. Fortunately, it

takes no further effort to reveal my all-time favorite. I love any
thing dealing with Red Barricades, but my first choice would be:
• 7KH# /DVW#%LG# +5%8,—What can I say? The best map in the

system, the longest scenario, six months of rock-em, sock-em
fun and it came down to a CC roll which I won.

$$5=#5HG#%DUULFDGHV#&*,,#
%\#$DURQ#DQG#0DWW#6FKZRHEHO

[This is the first installment of an after action report of Aaro
(Russian) and his brother, Matt (German), playing Red Bar
cades Campaign Game II. We hope the second and conclu
installment will be in the next issue.—MA]

5XVVLDQ#3UH0*DPH#6WUDWHJ\#+$DURQ,
I don’t remember exactly how we chose the sides we did; I

been reading a lot about Stalin’s purges, and maybe I felt like 
poor Russian people deserved some good Russian leadership
that my brother sucks or anything). Matt and I have, of cour
played a lot of scenarios against each other, and although he
played ASL for much less time (two years to my ten), he h
quickly learned to avoid most of the novice mistakes, and we 
pretty much an even match at this point. That being said, I 
ished the opportunity to play the defensive and suck him int
number of traps.

In the first day’s scenario, you have to purchase reinforceme
before you determine the actual strength of the OB-given “fre
units. That is, I had to decide how many infantry companies
buy before I found out if my initial infantry companies were to b
depleted or full-strength. I spent most of my CPP purchasin
SMG company (5-2-7s) and a HW platoon (MGs, 82mm MTR
In addition, I purchased some extra fortification points and 
80+mm battalion mortar OBA. My rolls for the strength of uni
were fairly bad—all three rifle companies depleted. The lead
rolls didn’t go that well either; the quantity was very low (aroun
8 or 9 squads per leader, which is officially the average for DY
Russian, but printed scenarios tend to be around 4:1) but the q
ity of those leaders somewhat compensated for the small num

I knew from the start that I couldn’t defend the whole boa
very well. The early impression I had of Red Barricades decei
me. Although it is a big, long game, the actual counter densit
not that high. Sections of front frequently have two or three he
between squads, and stacking is infrequent. I intended to use
southern front for a counterattack. I set up four or five squa
there, plus a couple of others with a leader and HMG set up H
With no dummy counters, I hoped that Matt would assign fe
units there and let me retake some rowhouses. In the large fac
that I held, I put my 6-2-8 company. A SMG company went in
the other factory, leaving the remaining rifle companies to gu
the northern sector and setup a second line of defense in the
ter. If you are familiar with the RB map, you have no dou
noticed I ignored the far north. I intended to fall back from the
and compress my front over time. However, I did leave Matt tw
nasty surprises there. First, I placed a pillbox facing north with
76L. The pillbox was facing “sideways” from the front line
meaning that it could be easily outflanked, but it was guarded
infantry and I hoped it would prevent him from flanking me. Se
ond, I put my killer stack on the first floor of the three-hex sto
building in the north, fortified. It contained a 9–2 leader, tw
squads, and two HMGs. Any quick advances there would m
some heavy firepower. I saved my most devious surprises for
very center of the board. In X19 and X21, I put two Set DCs, w
each to be detonated by a HIP 3-2-8 two hexes away. One of t
half-squads was paired with a HIP 8–1 leader, making the 
required to detonate a Set DC even easier. These bad boys w
go off at 36 firepower with a –3 TEM. I ended up buying fe
1RYHPEHU/#4<<; 3DJH#:
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dummy stacks, but I did have two more pillboxes with Guns in
them in a second line of defense, and the maximum number of
HIP squads. I also upgraded my booby trap capability. My princi-
pal hope for the first day was to avoid any major breakthroughs; I
also intended to inflict some nasty losses with my HIP units and
DCs.

*HUPDQ#6WUDWHJ\#IRU#'D\#2QH#+0DWW,
I spent my 17CPP on a Nebelwerfer OBA, 100mm OBA with

offboard observer, 150mm SIG IB platoon, PSW 222 (L) platoon,
and a SPW platoon of half-tracks. I divided the mapboard into
four regions: North, Central, Factory, and South. I assigned a rifle
company (4-6-7s) to each of the North and Central regions. The
Factory and South regions each had a pioneer company (8-3-8s)
plus part of the Sturm company (5-4-8s). I planned on assaulting
the stone buildings of the South and the smaller factory. These
units would then converge on the larger factory, which would also
be the target for the Nebelwerfers. The Central region would be
on the defensive, while I attacked in the North with assistance
from PSW and SPW platoons (the SIG platoon was bought as a
reserve to enter the next day).

5HFDS#RI#1RYHPEHU#44WK
The Germans made quick initial progress in the first two turns,

suffering almost no losses while flaming away all opposition. The
rowhouses in the south fell almost instantly, and Russian hopes of
a counterattack were quickly forgotten. However, the HIP HMG
squad did kill a 9–2 German leader before being annihilated
themselves. The smaller factory guarded by 5-2-7s also fell
quickly, with only a few units escaping past the wall to a new
defensive line. The Germans did not threaten the larger factory
containing 6-2-8s, and mortar teams on the rooftops harassed
German movement. Things started to bog down for the Germans
around turn 3. First, flamethrowers started Xing themselves out of
the action, with four of the six gone by turn 4. Second, one of the
Set DCs went off in the center and scored a 4KIA, which rubbled
the building and blew a 4-6-7 and its HMG into unidentifiable
pieces. Third, the killer stack was revealed in the north, getting a
36FP –3 shot that scored a 5KIA to kill a German squad.

Russian casualties, though, had been very heavy, perhaps 10 or
more squads destroyed versus just a few Germans. Generally,
German squads that broke soon rallied, with KIAs and fate inflict-
ing the only permanent casualties. Meanwhile, Russian units were
frequently overrun and eliminated. OBA played a checkered role;
the Russian module rolled a 12 for a field phone contact, and the
German Nebelwerfer battery dumped its load in the empty area
behind German lines. However, the German 100+mm battery laid
down harassing fire, impeding Russian movement and breaking a
few units.

Turns 5 and 6 were relatively uneventful, as the German player
made few concentrated attacks. The PSW platoon ran into prob-
lems with MGs and mortars, with one killed and two stunned.
Another Set DC went off, killing a 4-6-7, an 8–1 leader, and a
MMG. On Turn 6, German troops tried to storm the remaining
factory, only to have the game end. One statistic of note: the Ger-
mans lost three leaders killed, while the Russians gained one—
two created in CC or self-rally and one killed.

6WRQH#ORFDWLRQV= Germans gained 29 stone locations.
&DVXDOWLHV= Russians lost 37 CVP. Germans lost 24 CVP.
*HUPDQ\#YLFWRU\1

5XVVLDQ#6WUDWHJ\#IRU#'D\#7ZR#+$DURQ,
I felt that the first day went fairly well. No major break

throughs, and the casualties were acceptable. However, near
the damage I inflicted was through “special” events: Set DC
HIP machine guns, Fate, booby traps, snipers. My regular f
power produced almost nothing. Units were broken here a
there, but they quickly returned to the lines. On the defensi
maybe this is to be expected, but I was learning a new dynamic
standard scenarios, it is often useful to break a unit for a f
turns; in RB, you need to eliminate them.

With that in mind, I set forth two goals for my day two pu
chases. First, I wanted to develop a solid reserve area in
center, so that when my flanks collapsed, there would be u
already there for protection. Therefore, I purchased a Gua
Rifle company (4-5-8s) and set it up in a horseshoe patte
cloaked in reserve (which costs fewer points, but the units can
do anything until come upon). Second, I wanted to cause cas
ties. I spent 3 CPP on a Katyusha battery. Part of me wanted to
really nasty and buy TWO Katyusha batteries with preregiste
hexes and blow a gigantic hole in the German lines, but I had
80mm MTR battery left over and you cannot have more than t
OBA modules active at a time. Rocket OBA is always inaccura
so it could end up anywhere on the map, but I hoped that a pe
situation would appear wherein only the Germans could poss
get hit. I spent my remaining CPP on fortifications (HIP, ?
mines, foxholes) and a platoon of two Dug-In T-60 M42s. T
light tanks are not that deadly, but set up on board with ?s o
them, I hoped that Matt would be frightened into thinking th
were T-34s and waste valuable resources on them. I chose n
buy Set DCs, despite their previous effectiveness, because I
ured I had already achieved my goal of slowing him down a
making him paranoid.

My setup put great importance on the remaining factor
6-2-8s and 4-2-6s inside, with mortar teams on the roof an
leader ready to call down the OBA with a preregistered h
nearby. If this proved to be a waste of effort, I thought the un
could be sent elsewhere or could counterattack. Meanwhile,
southern flank was very weak, and if the German made a rou
about flanking maneuver, my reserves would need to go the
Because there are no wooden buildings left, I hoped that so
dummy counters, a pillbox, and a tank would discourage him. T
center was in decent shape, with a pillbox, some heavy weap
and a variety of infantry. The company of 4-5-8s set up cloaked
the last line of stone buildings in the center, which would be m
eventual last stand area. In the north, I also had few resou
committed (there just aren’t enough units to cover the board
had some HIP machine guns and a couple of artillery pieces, 
the cloaked units turned inward if his flanking maneuver got t
far.

I guessed that Matt would commit to infantry. His PSW/SP
platoons did almost nothing on day one, and, although ta
would likely fare much better, I figured he would be too intim
dated by the terrain, AT guns, and so on, to buy Mark IVs.

If this day went well, maybe I could buy some Assault Eng
neers next day and counterattack. If it didn’t, I would buy pure
infantry and force him into a battle of attrition.
3DJH#; 1RYHPEHU/#4<<;
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*HUPDQ#6WUDWHJ\#IRU#'D\#7ZR#+0DWW,
The first day’s attack was generally a success. I took several

buildings in the South and the smaller factory. I also took a couple
of buildings in the Central regions, but none in the North. The
Nebelwerfers missed everything, the 100mm OBA did a little
damage and restricted Russian movement, and the vehicles
proved to be ineffective. That said, I was in good position to
attack the larger factory from three sides.

A poor roll gave me 14 CPP for Day Two purchases. I bought a
Sturm company (enter from offboard), an infantry gun platoon
(depleted-only two 75*), and saved one CPP for day Three. The
SIG IB platoon could setup onboard this day to help with the
assault on the larger factory. I decided to use the PSWs and SPWs
as a mobile reserve and defense against infiltrating sewer squads.
The pioneer squads would concentrate their attack on the larger
factory. A mix of Sturm and rifle squads would put pressure in the
North and Central regions. The South would be defended by rifle
squads. The Sturm company entering from offboard would rein-
force the Central and Factory regions.

5HFDS#RI#1RYHPEHU#45WK
+'XDO#$WWDFN,
The first two turns centered around the German assault on the

remaining (larger) factory. The Perimeter area allowed the Ger-
mans to set up adjacent to the factory on three different sides, and
Russian units were quickly surrounded and killed or eliminated
for failure to rout. Snipers and an 80mm OBA kept German
assault guns and armored cars from achieving much, stunning a
couple and recalling another. Meanwhile, the far south was com-
pletely quiet, and the north saw little action. Some action
occurred early on in the center, with a Russian pillbox abandoned
and German 75* INF guns opening up at short range from hidden
building locations. On turn 3, Russian fortunes changed. A strong
set of units had retreated to the east side of the factory, and from
there controlled access points and avoided encirclement. They
beat away defenders, killing an 8-3-8 squad and capturing a HMG
and FT. The Russian sent reinforcements to the center to stabilize
a possible German breakthrough (few Russian units set up there).
The Russians called down a Katyusha concentration behind Ger-
man lines, killing a 9–1 leader but causing no other damage.

The remaining turns centered around the remaining factory
hexes. German attempts to capture the eastern side of 5-7 hexes
were repeatedly beaten off, with the assistance of a 9–2 Russian
leader. One of the two remaining German FTs was briefly cap-
tured, and then recaptured. The Germans finally made their way
up to the rooftop, where they found an 82mm MTR and its spot-
ting half-squad; two Russian half-squads routed away, but the
crew and their broken MTR remained to provide a setup line for
the next day. Other sectors included some occasional attacks, but
no real gains. As the day ended on Turn 6, several CCs needed to
be resolved. The Russians, having nice rolls and slightly superior
firepower, won almost all of these.

6WRQH#ORFDWLRQV= Germans gained 12 (13 added, 1 lost).
&DVXDOWLHV= Germans lost 35 CVP; Russians lost 27 CVP.
*HUPDQ#9LFWRU\1

[We will pick up next time with day three. Aaron tells me that
he and Matt plan to finish this CG in a holiday frenzy of ASL,
so we can look forward to the conclusion in the January issue
of Banzai!!—MA]

7KH#5XOHV#&OLQLF#
%\#0LNH#6HQLQJHQ

Welcome to the second installment of my rules column. Mu
to my surprise, there have been no corrections reported for
first installment.

Well, putting my valor on the line, I offer the readership a fe
more interesting rules anecdotes. First, I will start by plagiariz
the first sentence in rule F.1C. The rout rules are complica
enough, and many readers may not have read the North Af
rules carefully (as true rulesmaster Jack O’Quin showed me):

“F.1C ROUTING: In any scenario, a broken unit force
to rout but unable to reach a woods/building hex in th
RtPh may rout to any terrain hex consistent wi
A10.51 but is not required to rout to the neare

woods/building hex.”
A voluntarily routing leader may stil l advance
(A10.711)

A SMC may attempt recovery of a SW from a broke
unit in the RPh. Remember that recovery occurs before
Rally (ASOP 1.14b). Regardless of success, the rec
ering SMC, if normally allowed, may not attempt to

rally any units (A10.7); however, a subsequent leader may. F
ther, a SMC, the same or another, may attempt recovery of a
from any broken unit in the SMC’s location during the MPh b
expending 1MF in that location.

A unit that ambushes the enemy may withdraw befo
or after CC, but before MELEE occurs (A11.41).

A unit entering MELEE may choose to immediatel
attempt to Withdraw (A11.2). This could be useful t
Advance through a melee location to gain some victo
location, or advance through a location you could n

normally move through due to enemy units.
Maximum range for inherent spraying fire is 3 hexe
(A9.5).

A unit that does not have spraying fire capabilities m
not combine its inherent FP with a spray fire attac
(A9.5). Further, due to Mandatory FG restriction
(A7.55), any unit that is in the same location as a

member of the preceding spraying fire FG may not fire at 
same target unless ROF was retained by the first FG and is us
conjunction with the second FG.

Now, I have a couple of questions for you fearless Readers!
41 Are attacks from Aerial units vs. concealed units resolv

as concealed if the ? is not moving in open ground? That is, is
attack subject to area fire (A7.23), or concealed target (C6.2)?

51 Does a ? unit which is automatically pinned by a Stuka
MG Point Attack (E7.403), and not by an IFT attack as a resul
the attack, lose concealment?

I claim the following answers: Question 1 = YES to first que
tion, and area fire for IFT or C6.2 for To Hit; Question 2 = NO
but I also think the rulebook is quite vague in supplying a cle
cut answer.
1RYHPEHU/#4<<; 3DJH#<
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6WDWH#RI#WKH#&OXE/#4<<;#
%\#0DWW#6KRVWDN

Each of the last two years, after our local tournament, I have
given you my impressions of the state of our club. The third time
makes it a tradition! Seriously, I think it is worth noting where we
are and where we were, and examining possible avenues for
improvement.

The size of the club has not changed dramatically, although we
lost one of our most frequent gamers and all-around great guy
Todd Hively to a career move that took him out of state. Todd,
you will be missed. We can use our ladder as a guide to just how
active the club has been. Since active status on our club ladder
equates to having played a competitive game in the last six
months, it tells us a little bit about how much our membership is
playing. As of July, we have 22 active players and 11 inactive
ones. Last year at about this time the numbers were 23 and 5
respectively. So it appears that we are pretty much treading water
here. I think we’d all like to see those numbers increase, espe-
cially the number of active players. Keep recruiting!

There are many good things that we can brag about over the
past year. I think we finally figured out a really good format for
our club tournament every summer, which will make it more
accessible and more enjoyable in the future. The fact that we have
now run it 6 consecutive years speaks volumes about our staying
power as a club. We have had members chipping in with a variety
of things, such as the fantastic Fanatic club t-shirts done by Andy
Milder, the beginnings of a true club web page begun by Sam
Tyson, and a truly big-time project, the Hell on Wheels pack
authored by Chas Smith and assisted by several members of the
club. Mike Austin has drastically improved our newsletter, and it
serves notice to the ASL community at large that the game has a
strong presence in Austin. Lastly, we took a team of three to Wild
West Fest IV and wrested the States Trophy away from two-time
defending champ Oregon while compiling an impressive 17-5
overall record against some pretty good competition from around
the country. These are all signs of a strong, energetic club.

The one area where I really think we have room for improve-
ment is in membership and recruiting. As far as I’m concerned,
we can never have enough members. That point is driven home
with a vengeance every time we lose a valuable, active member of
the club. It may not seem that we lose too many people, but I can
easily name a half dozen solid players that have moved away over
the years. It will continue to happen, so we need a strong club
presence to ensure that we can recruit new members quickly and
easily integrate them into our culture. Not only that, but we can
improve the activity level of our existing members. We have far
too many guys on our list who do not play often, but I’m sure they
would all like to find a way to play on a regular basis somehow.
That’s what the phone list is for, guys! You are all creative, intelli-
gent people—find a way. Don’t be shy!

I think a few words need to be said about the recent buyout of
Avalon Hill by Hasbro, because it has many ASLers understand-
ably concerned about the future of their favorite game. I don’t
want to go into a lengthy discussion, but suffice it to say I am not
overly worried. Even in the absolute worst case scenario (Hasbro
discontinues ASL and won’t sell it to anyone or produce any more
modules), I am still confident that I will be able to play ASL as
much as I want for the rest of my life. I already have so many sce-
narios that I could play one a day for several years without

repeating. I don’t really need any more ASL products to contin
having fun with ASL. Moreover, I think third party vendor
would step in to fill the void as they did in 1994. But I honest
don’t think the worst case scenario will happen. Most compan
want to make money, and I can’t see any way that shelving A
completely would benefit Hasbro. I believe it will continue on 
some form. At any rate, a good scare about the future of A
might be good for us. If it does nothing else, it should undersc
the importance of having a large, active group of oppone
nearby to knock cardboard heads with—in other words, a str
club. Recruit! Get active! Play the game!

Let me close with some familiar pep talk themes. This is your
club. It is only as good or as bad as you make it. Wanting the A
scene in your community to remain strong and doing someth
about it are two different things. It’s your choice—will your pe
sonal morale check come up boxcars, or will you roll snakes 
battle harden?

%RXQGLQJ#)LUH#&RUQHU#
%\#&KDV#6PLWK

[For those of you not yet aware of it, Capt. Chas Smith, o
esteemed Fort Hood representative, is currently developin
scenario pack based on the exploits of the 2nd Armored D
sion in WWII. We are privileged to be able to playtest the
fine scenarios. Chas wants to keep us up to date on 
progress of the Bounding Fire Productions projects.—MA]

Playtesting for the Hell on Wheels project is going well. Red-
legs as Infantry is ready, and Trench Warfare is getting played
hard. The production date is still December, so please cons
playing some of these scenarios in the near future. If you are
interested in testing any of the scenarios, contact myself or M
For those of you who are currently working on stuff, thanks f
your great effort. Long range plans include a Hermann Goring
Battle Pack and a Hurtgen Forest Historical Module!

For anyone interested, the HOW pack includes three scena
that require a new deluxe board. Rough copies of the board
available. All of these deluxe scenarios are ready for playtest n
Here are quick synopses of the deluxe scenarios:

A Perfect Match features the 2nd Recon of the 2nd Panzer v
sus the 2nd Recon of the 2nd Armored. Andy and Matt alrea
had a playing of this that went down to the final CC. This cou
be a great scenario.

In From Bad to Wurselen, Germans attack Americans in th
city mostly, and have to cause casualties, exit units, and t
buildings. They are supported by Jagdpanthers while the Am
cans get Shermans. This one needs a couple of playings so 
assign an appropriate VP value for the Germans. This one f
solid—just a few more playings should do it.

In The Narrow Front, Americans attack Germans in an urba
slugfest. Americans have great firepower as usual. Germans h
dug-in Panthers in support. Both sides have OBA. This one ne
several playings.

Again, to everyone who has tested so far, thanks for all 
help. And special thanks goes to Sam Tyson for the great scen
card design and layout.
3DJH#43 1RYHPEHU/#4<<;
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Denver, Co.—In a stunning show of ASL prowess, the Team
Texas Fanatics won the states trophy at the Wild West Fest IV
tournament this past weekend [August 20–23—MA].

The team showed incredible balance as Jeff Toreki (5-1), Mike
Seningen (6-2), and Matt Shostak (6-2) compiled a combined
17-5 record to blast through the posers from Oregon, Colorado,
Ohio, and a unified states team.

Defending champion Oregon was crushed in head-to-head
competition, with only Dade Cariaga’s narrow 1 CVP win over
Mike Seningen in Guns of Naro salvaging any pride for team Ore-
gon. They went 1-5 overall against the Texas Fanatics. “I still
can’t believe it,” mumbled “Dazed” Cariaga, leader of the Ber-
serk Commissars of Oregon, shaking his head. “Who are these
guys?”

But insiders in the Texas program have been quietly pointing to
this tournament for some time. The program has been undergoing
a rejuvenation for the last couple of years. Rumor has it that the
team has incredible depth, but they take very few to road games.
In fact, lead scorer Chas Smith stayed behind due to military obli-
gations. Of this newfound depth, the strapping 6’8” Toreki is a
perfect example. Training in the Texas heat has toughened him
up; he has learned that special kind of resolve required to pull vic-
tories seemingly out of thin air. In fact, Toreki’s only loss of the
weekend came on the last roll in CC. In several other games, the
situation looked desperate but he pulled it out in the end.

Longtime veterans Seningen and Shostak, however, travelled
somewhat different paths to their identical 6-2 records. Plagued
by bad dice, many of Seningen’s games came down to the very
end, while Shostak managed to simply out roll a couple of his
opponents. Both went down hard to 3-time singles champ Steve
“Unbeatable” Pleva.

The pretenders from the opposing states could have sensed
something was different this time if they had just been paying
attention. There was an unusual calm in self-proclaimed Texas
captain Shostak, who could barely be heard to raise his voice all
weekend. Perhaps he knew something good was about to happen.

Still, it might get harder for these good looking, manly Texans.
“They won’t be able to sneak up on anyone next year” said Car-
iaga. “I’m going to play Shostak, Toreki, Seningen, and Smith
and make sure they start 0-4!”

%LZHHNO\#/XQFK#*DWKHULQJ$
Don’t forget! Join us every other Friday at 1300 hours down at

Pok-E-Jo’s on 5th Street. Jeff Toreki sends out e-mail reminders,
or call Matt to find out when the next get-together is scheduled.

706KLUWV$
Andy Milder still has about eight or nine of the great club

T-shirts left. It is a quality black tee with the front and back sides
of the Fanatic counter on the front and back of the shirt, respec-
tively. The shirts are only $9. You can reach Andy by phone at
(512) 451-4806 or by e-mail at DPLOGHU#IODVK1QHW.

)DFW= 7R#FRQIXVH#-DSDQHVH#ZKR#ZHUH#OLVWHQLQJ#WR#860&#
UDGLR#WUDQVPLVVLRQV#LQ#WKH#3DFLILF#GXULQJ#WKH#ZDU/#WKH#
&RUSV#HPSOR\HG#PRUH#WKDQ#633#1DYDMR0VSHDNLQJ#
$PHULFDQ#,QGLDQV#DV#UDGLR#FRGH#WDONHUV1

&OXE#0HHWLQJ#5HFDSV #%\#0DWW#6KRVWDN
DQG#0LNH#$XVWLQ

Chas Smith hosted the biggest recent club meeting at his p
on Saturday, October 10. Eleven troops made the trip to Har
Heights—overcoming the weak intelligence data from Ca
Smith on how to get there—including Glen Gray from Dalla
Glen even picked up two club t-shirts for himself and his gami
buddy, Russell Mueller. Thanks, Glen!

Those of us who showed up early reconnoitered two sm
museums at Ft. Hood. During this mission, we encounte
numerous interesting AFVs, including several Grants, Stua
and Shermans, along with some old antitank guns, troop carr
and some more modern armor captured during the Gulf War.
rendezvoused back at the Smith garage at 1000 hours for se
practice maneuvers, bravely enduring the heat and humidity
refine our tactical procedures (i.e., we did some serious playt
ing of Chas’ HOW scenarios, without benefit of air conditioning

Andy Milder led his Germans to 96 VP in Bad to Wuerselen
against Kirk Woller. We need more playtest results to determ
what the final German VP requirement should be. Jeff Torek
Germans handed Matt’s Americans their collective heads in Inch
by Inch when they ran into the heart of his defense, anchored b
mighty 88. Jack O’Quin and Eric Gerstenberg played a spiri
game of Trench Warfare that was called for time, but it looked
like the Americans had a good chance to win on CP. Sam Tys
Americans snatched a win from Mike Austin’s Germans in
close game of Redlegs as Infantry. [I will never forget to use my
inherent panzerfausts again!—MA] Meanwhile, Capt. Smith
played two games simultaneously, due to the odd numbe
attendees, defeating Glen’s Americans by one point in Inch by
Inch, while losing to Mike Seningen’s Amis in Trench Warfare.

The excellent rations provided by Capt. Smith’s quartermas
corps—barbecued chicken, hot dogs and hamburgers—ens
the troops were more than adequately fed. A great turnout re
helped push along playtesting for Chas’ Hell on Wheels Pack.

Two weeks later, serious maneuvers took place at Camp Se
gen, resulting in another successful playtesting mission. Mike
and Matt engaged in a marathon session of In the Bag, going until
0430 hours Saturday morning, then continuing at about 08
Mike’s Americans romped to a relatively easy victory. Aaro
Schwoebel and Eric locked horns in a ladder game of Scouts Out
on Friday night, with Eric’s Germans prevailing. Brian Roundhi
a new member, showed up Saturday and took on Andy in Redlegs
as Infantry, and his Germans made a good showing early. An
stormed back, however, and the game came right down to
wire with the Germans taking the honors. Meanwhile, Ch
defeated Aaron Schwoebel in a close game of The Narrow Front.

Intelligence reports indicate that a confrontation between C
Kusch’s Americans and Aaron Schwoebel’s Germans in Bad to
Wuerselen occurred at the Shostak outpost in the same gene
time frame. The information is sketchy, the only reliable da
being that the Germans won.

The weekend after the meeting at Camp Seningen, the Sho
outpost saw more action. Brian Roundhill and Carl Kus
embroiled themselves in a close game of The Narrow Front, with
Carl’s Germans ultimately emerging victorious. Andy Milde
took Matt on twice in A Perfect Match. The first game ended
early when the Americans fell into a German trap and saw a 
gle 50L antitank gun knock out a half-track with a leader and h
squad, and four M8 armored cars. With Andy behind 42–0 on t
1RYHPEHU/#4<<; 3DJH#44
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2, both agreed to play it again to chalk up another playtest. This
time, Andy gamely fought on, and it was nip and tuck the whole
way. Skillful use of Bounding First Fire in the endgame probably
made the difference, as Andy rescued an otherwise certainly dead
M8 HMC and killed two German AFVs in the process. Matt
countered with some last-turn heroics, but they fell just short
when his 8–1 leader couldn’t kill an M8 armored car in CC, need-
ing to roll a 3 or less and coming up with a 4 instead. There were
so many events that could have changed the outcome of this game
that it is hard to count them all, and it kept swinging back and
forth, ultimately coming down to the last CC roll. What a game!

&OXE#/DGGHU=#$V#RI#430550<;#
The following tables list the ladder standings for active and

inactive players and the results from recent Ladder games. Please
report your ladder results to Matt Shostak.

Players who have not completed a Ladder game in the last six
months are moved to the Inactive list. Matt keeps their records
and scores, and they can return to active status at any time by
completing and reporting a Ladder game.

&OXE#/DGGHU#IRU#$FWLYH#3OD\HUV
3OD\HU 3RLQWV 5HFRUG
&KDV#6PLWK 4953 86045
0DWW#6KRVWDN 48:7 9904<
0LNH#6HQLQJHQ 4758 6:048
-HII#7RUHNL 4647 4:04:
7RP#/DYDQ 4466 806
$QG\#0LOGHU 438: 46058
'DYLG#+DLOH\ 4385 4904;
%RE#3XUQHOO #437: 450<
.LUN#:ROOHU #436; 63075
(ULF#*HUVWHQEHUJ 4357 54068
-DFN#2·4XLQ #4355 ;044
*UHJ#6ZDQWHN 434; :0;
(G#0RWW 433; 406
'XDQH#%ORFNHU <9: 304
0DWW#6FKHIIUDKQ #<8< 305
$DURQ#6FKZRHEHO #<75 509
&DUO#.XVFK <58 7043
6DP#7\VRQ #<48 5043
0DWW#6FKZRHEHO <48 407
'DYH#0RUJHQWKDOHU ;;< 307
-LP#.QDWFKHU #;7< 30;
0LNH#$XVWLQ ;3: 40<

&OXE#/DGGHU#IRU#,QDFWLYH#3OD\HUV
3OD\HU 3RLQWV 5HFRUG
-RKQ#3KHOSV 436; 403
7RP#:ROOHU 436: 403
7RGG#+LYHO\ <<6 <055
(ULF#%DUU\ <;8 507
-RKQ#3RROH <;8 304
5REHUW#(VSDU]D <;5 606
*DU\#'LOODUG <;3 406
-RHO#%RQKDP <99 304
*HRUJH#)ULW] <96 506
&KXFN#/HPRQV <85 305
5RGQH\#/HVWHU ;:< 308

5HFHQW#5HVXOWV
:LQQHU 9HUVXV 6FHQDULR
7RUHNL#+%ULW, .#:ROOHU#+*HUP,#LQ#&RUQHUHG#7LJHUV

+WKLV#JDPH#DSSHDUV#D#ELW#RXW#RI#RUGHU#LQ#WKLV#LVVXH³LW#KDG#
EHHQ#OHIW#RXW#RI#D#SUHYLRXV#LVVXH,

.#:ROOHU#+$PHU, 3XUQHOO#+*HUP, ,QKXPDLQH
0LOGHU#+5XVV, 6FKHIIUDKQ#+*HUP, 7KH#&RPPLVVDU·V#

+RXVH
6KRVWDN#+*HUP, 6FKHIIUDKQ#+$PHU, 7UDSSHG$
6KRVWDN#+-DS, *HUVWHQEHUJ#+$PHU, 0DJJRW#+LOO
*HUVWHQEHUJ#+,WDO, 0LOGHU#+(WK, 7KH#*ROGHQ#

0RXQWDLQ
7\VRQ#+*HUP, 0RUJHQWKDOHU#+'XWFK,3LHUFLQJ#WKH#3HHO
6PLWK#+5XVV, 0RWW#+*HUP, 7DNH#WKH#&KDQFH
6PLWK#+1DW, 0RWW#+5HS, ,WDOLDQ#%URWKHUV
0LOGHU#+*HUP, +DLOH\#+)UHQ, *URVVGHXWVFKODQG·V#

'RRUNQRFNHUV
.#:ROOHU#+$PHU, *HUVWHQEHUJ#+*HUP, 'HDWK#DW#&DUHQWDQ
7RUHNL#+%ULW, $#6FKZRHEHO#+*HUP, 'LVHQJDJHPHQW#

8QGHU#)LUH
.#:ROOHU#+*HUP, *HUVWHQEHUJ#+5XVV, 3DYORY·V#+RXVH
7\VRQ#+*HUP, 0RUJHQWKDOHU#+'XWFK,3LHUFLQJ#WKH#3HHO
*HUVWHQEHUJ#+*HUP, $#6FKZRHEHO#+$PHU, 6FRXWV#2XW
3XUQHOO#+$PHU, .#:ROOHU#+*HUP, $EDQGRQ#6KLS$
6ZDQWHN#+*HUP, 7\VRQ#+$PHU, 5DQJHU#6WURQJKROG

3OD\HU#$LGV=#$623#3DUW#,#
%\#0LNH#$XVWLQ

I don’t know about you, but I get pretty frustrated at times w
the ASLRB. I mean, in my day job as a technical writer, I spen
great deal of time studying how to best present written inform
tion for the fastest access and easiest comprehension. To my
fessional eye, the producers of the ASLRB flunk even the m
basic tests of effective technical communication.

So, what can be done about this problem? Well, the Expan
Index, available in several forms on the Internet, helps a lot if y
need to find a specific rule. And the complete Errata and Q&A
another necessary document for grognards and novices alike
those of us fortunate enough to have a computer close to our 
play space, you can even get both of these collections of da
Windows help files. Avalon Hill has even helped out some w
the OBA flowchart that comes on the inside of the wrapper of 
ASL Action Pack #1.

But is that enough? No, not by a long shot. One of my contin
ing projects is to find better ways to present ASL rules inform
tion. As part of my contribution to the ASL community, the ne
few issues of Banzai!! will contain player aids that I have eith
developed myself or found on the Internet. They will be append
to the newsletter on stand-alone pages so you can easily rem
them (from the hard copy) or print them (from the Acrob
Reader file) to be included in your rule book.

If you have a player aid that you can recommend, send it to
and I’ll include it in a future issue. If you have a suggestion fo
player aid, but don’t have the time, skill, or tools to develop 
send me the idea and I will work with you to put it together.

This issue’s player aid is the first two pages of an enlarged 
reformatted Advanced Sequence of Play. Try it out and let 
know what you think.
3DJH#45 1RYHPEHU/#4<<;
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7KLV#+DSSHQHG#7R#0H111#
[In this section, we include anecdotes about the weird,
unusual, or highly improbable things that happen while play-
ing ASL. If you have such a tale to tell, send it in!—MA]

David Hailey tells us, “You’ll need to get the name of the sce-
nario from Matt, but I was the Brits vs. the Germans. The
Germans had to move a certain number of VPs across a certain
hexrow. I had an AT gun in the woods, buried in smoke, that had
to rotate a couple of hexspines to fire at the last tank that could
provide Matt with the win. And yes, it was the last turn. I rolled
1, 1 followed by a 1, and won the game. Needless to say, Matt
was p-----.”

Matt Shostak says, “It was Another Tricky Day from the TOT
pack on rare vehicles. The +14 came from: +6 covered arc
change, +4 smoke, +2 moving target, +1 small target, and +1
inexp. crew by SSR.”

1H[W#,VVXH111#
• A scenario analysis of With Flame and Shell by Matt Shostak
• More after action reporting of the Schwoebels’ RB CGII
• A player profile of Capt. Chas Smith
• David Hailey’s favorite scenarios
• Club Meeting recaps
• Club Ladder
And much more!

)DFW= -DSDQ#WULHG#WR#EXLOG#DQ#DWRP#ERPE#GXULQJ#WKH#ZDU#
DQG#WKH#1D]LV#DJUHHG#WR#KHOS#WKHP1#+RZHYHU/#WKH#$OOLHG#
QDYLHV#ZHUH#DEOH#WR#SUHYHQW#VKLSPHQWV#RI#XUDQLXP#IURP#
UHDFKLQJ#-DSDQ1#3ULPH#0LQLVWHU#+LGHNL#7RMR#UHSRUWHGO\#
RUGHUHG#7RUDQRVXNH#.DZDVKLQD/#D#IRUPHU#DUP\#FRORQHO/#
WR#ODXQFK#DQ#DWRP#ERPE#SURMHFW#LQ#-DQXDU\#4<76/#
EHFDXVH#7RMR#IHOW#WKH#ZDU#PLJKW#EH#GHFLGHG#E\#DWRPLF#
ERPEV1#*HUPDQ\#DFWXDOO\#VHQW#WZR#WRQV#RI#XUDQLXP#WR#
-DSDQ#YLD#80ERDW#EXW#LW#ZDV#VXQN#EHIRUH#DUULYLQJ1#7KH#
WRS#QXFOHDU#SK\VLFLVW#RQ#WKH#-DSDQHVH#SURMHFW#ZDV#
+LGHNL#<XNDZD/#ZKR#ZRQ#WKH#1REHO#3UL]H#LQ#4<7<#IRU#KLV#
GLVFRYHULHV#DERXW#WKH#DWRP1#+LV#QXFOHDU#HQHUJ\#UHVHDUFK#
KDG#EHJXQ#LQ#4<741

7KH#%DQ]DLüü#6WDII
(GLWRU#LQ#&KLHI#DQG#
.HHSHU#RI#WKH#/DGGHU=

0DWW#6KRVWDN
+845,#5;30;747
PEV#]\FRU1OJF1FRP

0DQDJLQJ#(GLWRU= 0LNH#$XVWLQ
+845,#7850893;
MPDXVWLQ#IODVK1QHW

*UDSKLFV#(GLWRU= 6DP#7\VRQ
&RQWULEXWLQJ#$XWKRUV= 0LNH#6HQLQJHQ/

&KDV#6PLWK/
'DYLG#+DLOH\/#
$DURQ#6FKZRHEHO/#
0DWW#6FKZRHEHO

6FKHGXOH= %DQ]DL$$#LV#SXEOLVKHG#ZKHQHYHU#
WKH#HGLWRUV#IHHO#OLNH#LW1

&OXE#,QIRUPDWLRQ= 0DWW#6KRVWDN/#
0LNH#6HQLQJHQ
+845,#5;;06::;
PLNHV#H[S1FRP

&RS\ULJKW#�#4<<;#E\#WKH#$XVWLQ#$6/#&OXE1
$OO#ULJKWV#UHVHUYHG1
<RX#PD\#UHSURGXFH#WKLV#QHZVOHWWHU/#in its entirety only/#
IRU#IUHH#GLVWULEXWLRQ1#3HUPLVVLRQ#WR#UHSURGXFH#
LQGLYLGXDO#DUWLFOHV#PXVW#EH#REWDLQHG#IURP#WKH#DXWKRUV1
$6/#DQG#DOO#RI#LWV#FRPSRQHQWV/#LQFOXGLQJ#PRGXOH#QDPHV/#
DUH#FRS\ULJKWHG#DQG#WUDGHPDUNHG#E\#7KH#$YDORQ#+LOO#
*DPH#&RPSDQ\1
7KH#WULYLD#LQVHUWV#FRPH#IURP#The World War II Quiz & 
Fact Book/#9ROXPHV#4#)#5/#E\#7LPRWK\#%HQIRUG/#+DUSHU#
)#5RZ/#1</#&RS\ULJKW#�#4<;7#E\#7LPRWK\#%1#%HQIRUG1
:H·G#OLNH#WR#WKDQN#5RGQH\#.LQQH\#IRU#KLV#JUHDW#ZRUN#RQ#
9$6//#&DUO#)XQJ#IRU#WKH#9$6/#FRXQWHU#LPDJHV/#DQG#
%UXFH#0DQVILHOG#IRU#WKH#FRPSXWHU#GUDZQ#PDSV#IRU#
9$6/1#:H#XVH#&DUO·V#FRXQWHU#LPDJHV#DQG#%UXFH·V#PDSV#
ZLWK#WKHLU#SHUPLVVLRQ1
7KLV#QHZVOHWWHU#LV#GLVWULEXWHG#IUHH#RI#FKDUJH/#EXW#LW#
GRHV#FRVW#PRQH\#WR#SURGXFH1#7KH#SDSHU/#FRORU#LQNMHW#
FDUWULGJHV/#DQG#SRVWDJH#DGG#XS#WR#DERXW#'5133#SHU#
KDUG#FRS\1#'RQDWLRQV#WR#RIIVHW#WKH#SURGXFWLRQ#FRVWV#
ZLOO#EH#FKHHUIXOO\#DFFHSWHG#DW=
%DQ]DLüü
F2R#0LNH#$XVWLQ
8<49#&DUOHHQ#'ULYH
$XVWLQ/#7;#:;:8:
1RYHPEHU/#4<<; 3DJH#46



ASOP 1

Advanced Sequence of Play (rev.)
As listed in the Advanced Sequence of Play (ASOP), each phase is 
usually broken down into three main parts (the START, DURING, 
and END) and several discrete Steps. In each Step Number (e.g., 
1.11A), the players involved are specified as A (ATTACKER), D 
(DEFENDER), or B (Both). The ASOP lists the official order of 
actions, even for those whose order is not given elsewhere (e.g., as 
per Steps 3.21A–3.22A, units that start the MPh berserk must move 
before non-berserk units); however, inconsequential violations of 
sequence should be tolerated in the spirit of good sportsmanship. 

Should the order of actions given in the body of the rules conflict 
with the ASOP, the latter takes precedence. All activities in the same 
Step may be conducted in any order unless stated otherwise. Certain 
mutually exclusive actions may be listed in the same Step despite the 
fact that they cannot be conducted by the same unit—and many 
restrictions normally applicable to the listed actions are left unmen-
tioned; in both cases, the normal rules pertaining to such actions still 
apply.

†Sniper Attacks/Checks are possible during this phase (A14.1; 
A14.4; E1.72; E1.76; G12.603; G14.261; RB SSR CG8).

1. RALLY PHASE
Only one action (attempt) allowed per unit per RPh 
[EXC: repairing > one SW/Gun (A9.72); leader rallying > one unit 
(A10.7)].

1.1 START of Rally Phase:
1.11A Roll for any provisional (SSR) reinforcements (including Air 

Support; E7.2)

Set up, offboard, all forces due to enter in this Player Turn 
(A2.51–.52 {
DD tanks, D16.8; 
Cloaking, E1.41; 
Gliders, E8.1; 
Parachutes, E9.1–.11; 
LC, G1.664/G14.23})

1.12A Check for Wind Change (B25.65 {
Blazing building collapse, B25.66; 
NVR change, E1.12; 
Civilian Interrogation, E2.4;
Fog level, E3.312;
Rain/Falling-Snow intensity, E3.51/3.71;
Dust, F11.76–.77;
Heavy Surf, G13.448;
If DYO, note also G16.2 footnotes})

During Gusts (B25.651), remove Vehicle Dust (F11.74) and 
Dispersed SMOKE, then flip remaining SMOKE counters 
to Dispersed side [EXC to both: SMOKE in cave, G11.8].

1.13B May recombine Good Order HS if Good Order leader present, 
and/or Unarmed/Guard/Finn/Carrier HS without leader 
(A1.32).

May place/remove Animal-Pack counters in initial  RPh of 
Game Turn (G10.3)
{Pack-TI; G10.11}.

May (un)load Animal-Pack Guns if halfway through 
(Un)packing Period (G10.31).

1.14B May attempt to Recover SW/Guns in same Location (A4.44; 
G.5)
{Ski-use dr, E4.21}.

1.2 DURING Rally Phase:
1.21A May (attempt to) Deploy Good Order squads if Good Order 

leader present, and/or Unarmed/Guards/Finns/Carrier-HS/
U.S.M.C. 7-6-8s without leader (A1.31; G17.11).

Infantry MMC may attempt to Scrounge abandoned vehicles 
or non-burning wrecks (D10.5); place Scrounged and TI 
markers.

1.22B May attempt to repair SW/Guns/vehicular-armament (A9.72; 
A13.33; D3.7).

May Transfer SW/Guns/Prisoners (A4.431; A13.33; A20.5; 
D6.31)
{Ski-use dr, E4.21}.

1.23B May attempt to Rally broken units (A10.6); those with 
Commissar-(A25.222)/Japanese-leader (G1.41) which fail 
to Rally are Replaced or eliminated.

First ATTACKER MMC Rally attempt (or first two, RB SSR 
CG17) may be Self-Rally/Field-Promotion (A10.63; 
A18.11).

1.24A Determine final Drop Point for each Para Wing, then place all 
Sticks (i.e., Parachutes, E9.12) onboard in Aerial 
Locations.

1.3 END of Rally Phase:
1.31B Roll for Shocked/UK AFV recuperation (C7.42); remove or 

flip marker/AFV as appropriate.

May/must remove DM markers from eligible broken units 
(A10.62).

2. PREP FIRE PHASE†
2.1 START of Prep Fire Phase:
2.11A Remove attacker’s Dispersed SMOKE (checking for any 

Napalm terrain-Blaze/weapon-destruction, G17.41); then 
flip attacker’s SMOKE counters to Dispersed side (A24.4).

Leaders/MMC/CE-AFV may attempt to fire Starshells 
(E1.91–.921).

Check for Vehicle Dust removal (F11.77).

2.12A May fire ordnance-SMOKE-(C8.5–.51)/MTR-IR-(E1.91; 
E1.93–.932), after designating Spotter (C9.3) if necessary; 
resolve ensuing WP NMC.

May fire MOL-Projectors (O10.2).

Check for ensuing Flames (A24.32; O10.44).

Place Prep Fire or Gunflash counters as required.
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2.13A May attempt Radio Contact (C1.2; G.7) if necessary (C1.63; 
E12.77).

If successful, may (must, for FFE:C, C1.34) attempt 
(Sighting TC [E7.61] and) Battery Acess (C1.21; G14.63); 
if successful, may place AR (C1.3) and either SR (C1.3–
.31) or Pre-Reg. FFE/IR (C1.731/E1.931), or must place 
rocket AR and FFE (C1.9) or remove or replace FFE:C 
(C1.34–.343; G14.671).

2.14A May (must, for a Creeping Barrage FFE) Correct/Convert or 
Cancel SR/FFE (C1.33–.337; C1.35–.4; E12.73–.74; 
E12.76; E12.771) [EXC: rocket Correction is NA, C1.9]

2.15A May place OBA SMOKE-(C1.71; E12.51)/IR-(E1.91; 
E1.93–.932), resolving ensuing WP NMC (C1.71; C3.76; 
G14.65) and checking for ensuing Flames (A24.32).

Then resolve HE FFE (C1.5; C1.52–.56; G14.65), checking 
for shellhole/Flame/rubble creation (B2.1/B6.331/B25.13/
B24.11/G13.7), wire/roadblock/pillbox removal (B26.52/
B29.5/B30.92/G14.56), minefield/panji removal/reduction 
(B28.62/G9.72/G14.56), and sangar/trip-flare elimination 
(F8.41/G.8B).

Check for Column Disbandment (E11.533) and Reverse 
Slopes (G14.66–.661).

2.2 DURING Prep Fire Phase:
2.21A Infantry MMC may become TI and: 

Mop Up (A12.153) {Casualties, A12.154}, or
Attempt to entrench (A25.21; B27.11; F.1B; G3.5; G13.3; 
G13.82), placing Labor counter if unsuccessful.

Infantry may make Kindling Attempts (B25.11; MMC 
requires leader who passes NTC); place Prep Fire counter 
on each unit involved.

2.22A May designate Spotters for MTRs that had no original Spotter 
(C9.3).

May fire non-Aerial, not-TI Good-Order-units/manned-and-
functioning-weapons {Heavy AA fire, E7.52}, placing 
Prep Fire or Gunflash counters as required; both sides 
resolve attacks.

Infantry/Cavalry may declare Opportunity Fire; place 
Bounding Fire counters (A7.25).

Leader (/MMC/CE-AFV, if a Starshell/IR has been fired in no 
previous Player Turn) may attempt to fire Starshell 
(E1.921).

May destroy/malfunction/dismantle/reassemble SW/Guns 
(A9.73; A9.8).

2.23A May (un)limber Guns (C10.21; it and crew become TI if 
unlimbering).

2.3 END of Prep Fire Phase:
2.13A May change CA of Guns presently able to fire without using 

Intensive Fire (C3.22).

May designate/cancel AA mode of weapons that can/do 
thusly change CA (E7.5).

3. MOVEMENT PHASE†
The MPh Sequence of Play is expressed separately in terms of THE 
MPh and of each moving unit’s (or stack’s) MPh; i.e., each moving 
unit has a START, DURING and END to ITS MPh within the overall 
context of THE MPh—usually followed by the START of another 
unit’s (or stack’s) MPh. However, the MPh of all units that start THE 
MPh berserk must be completed before any non-berserk unit may 
start ITS MPh, and the MPh of all non-berserk units that start THE 
MPh on the ground (i.e., non-Aerial) must be completed before any 
Glider/Parachute may start ITS MPh.

3.1 START of THE MPh:
3.11A May designate new mortar Spotter for one eliminated or not 

in Good Order (C9.3)

3.12D Leaders/MMC/CE-AFV may attempt to fire Starshells 
(E1.91–.921)

3.13A Place all Gliders, blue-side up (i.e., in Aerial Locations), 
onboard in their ILH (E8.2)

3.2 START of ITS MPh:
3.21A Prepare to move any currently berserk unit/stack required to 

charge (A15.43); then go to Step3.31A [EXC: if no such 
berserk unit can charge, go to Step 3.22A].

3.22A Prepare to move any Good-Order/Mobile ground unit/stack 
[EXC: pinned Infantry; A7.8] not marked with a Prep/
Bounding Fire or TI counter (A4.1, D2.1).

May drop possession of SW/Guns (A4.43).

Best leader may make Freedom of Movement dr if Scenario 
Defender (E1.21).

Make Movement-(E1.53–.531)/Straying-(E1.53; G2.22; 
G3.21; G13.83) DR if necessary.

Infantry may declare
Double Time for two extra MF (A4.5; place CX counter),
Assault Movement (A4.61),
Dash (A4.63),
Sewer entry (B8.4) or 
Climbing (B11.41).

Infantry/Cavalry may declare
Human Wave (A13.62/A25.23/G18.61—
Banzai Charge if Japanese Infantry, G1.5) or
Swimming (E6) movement.

Dare-Death Infantry may declare berserk status (G18.6).

Cavalry (or Wagon) may declare Gallop for 8 (or 4) extra MF 
unless Cavalry/Horse (or Wagon) is CX (A13.36 or 
D12.4).

Remove vehicle’s Motion counter if it will expend MP/MF.

Check for movement status:
Column-(E11.52)/
Convoy-(E11.2)/
Platoon-(D14.2).

Onboard radioless AFV that will use non-Platoon movement 
takes NTC (D14.23) unless Recalled.

Flail tank declares TB creation attempt in minefield hex it 
will enter (B28.7).

Boat/Non-Aground-LC in Heavy Surf makes any required 
(un)Beaching DR (G13.442/G13.4423).
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